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About This Game

The world has been overrun by Orcs, the few humans who survived the great Orc uprising have fled their homes. Towns and
castles have been left abandoned, the world is at the mercy of the ferocious invading armies. Stubborn and determined you

refused to run or die, hiding in the thick forest near your home plotting your revenge has led to the creation of a weapon to rival
any sword, counter any magic and pierce damn near anything with lethal force. It is now up to you alone, armed with your

revolutionary new weapon, to enact revenge against the hordes and cleanse your lands of their stench.

The Crossbow! – Drum fed with an infinite supply of bolts this is the only weapon any Orc Slayer really needs! Combine that
with the powerful, magical special bolts dotted around the world and you’ve got a weapon fit to take on any army of unruly
Orcs! Earn experience from your slaying and use it to upgrade your crossbow and special bolts for maximum Orc Slaying!

The Orcs! – Near brainless, angry and motivated by only one thing; killing anything that isn’t an Orc. Several different types of
Orc and their minions make up the invasion force, each requiring a different approach to deal with, each with their own unique

menace. Hit them with everything you’ve got!

The World! – Travel across the land through towns, valleys, castles and swamps! Leaving no stone unturned in your pursuit of
total Orc annihilation. Careful though, they are easier out in the open in broad daylight than they are in the dark, damp corridors

of a castle. Or thick foliage of a swamp.
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a nice contrast to other games..a mixture of physics, puzzle and inventive leveldesigns. Death Skid Marks is a fun game but it is
way to RNG based.

you pick a car and as you play you can add up to 3 other passengers. you can arm them with melee or ranged weapons or even
give them the ability to repair, heal, or arm them with 1 use weapons (mines, bricks, missiles, ect). they each have different
states that you can boost as you play. the point is to find a concert ticket for all your people as you try to take out most anything
else on the road.
6.5\/10 fun game but needing the stars to align just right to win is a bad flaw.. I find the gameplay and mechanics not very
entertaining.

9 out of ten fights consist of endles circling and near misses for a minute or two (Both you and the AI are circling .. near miss ...
flyby ...a couple of shots hit the target ... rinse and repeat). This circling is very boring.

And sometimes you have an entertaining fight between equals and suddenly the enemy hits you and 90% of your ship explodes
and the fight is lost. This happens due to the many modifier blocks that add special abilities. But it feels just random and
unpredictable.

I was looking for a game with a good ship building aspect (like Reassembly). But the ship building is random due to the fact that
you have to collect your parts from the ships that you destroy. And in most instances those parts are badly damaged or
completely destroyed in the attack.. Hack and slash I think not just keep hitting keys until something happens. Lumpy
movement poor , no map no idea where you are, inventory a joke do not buy this. The Isle of Wight add-on is great despite its
age and rather small size. This is my third DLC purchase after Sacramento Northern and the Frankfurt U-Bahn. It doesn't have
as much content or trackage as those newer routes, but like to see it as a combination of both, a short-distance train service
operated with ancient, yet wonderful trains. This is a good choice for TS beginners.

The 483's are easy to drive, and they have quite an unique charm being ex-London Underground trains. The interior is nice,
although it shows the age of the 3D modelling. There's a little personal carrier for track maintenance which is cool, but the cab
doesn't have any visible controls and I think there's no vanilla scenarios where you drive it, you need the workshop for that. I
still haven't got the chance to drive on the steam branch, as I need to learn steam driving first (I'm still a novice in TS) but I've
been told the locomotive is easier to operate than most steam engines and I might use it sometime to learn.

Being a small route, it has excellent performance, and there's plenty of scenarios for it, career, standard, and from the workshop
as well. There's also extensions of this route on the workshop, with more modern rolling stock, but they require further DLC.
The route itself looks good, especially on the pier part. A little remainder to newcomers: make sure your Scenery Density slider
is set to 10 (maximum) otherwise some props will not appear, like a couple of bridges between Ryde St. Johns and Smallbrook
Junction. I briefly thought this was an oversight; thankfully, it wasn't.

There are a few grips with this route, but they are very minor and I think they don't truly affect the experience. The headlights
of the 483 do not have effect when traversing through the Ryde tunnel, it remains dark regardless if you have them on or off.
The reversing handle is defaulted to neutral like every train, however the model of the handle is placed in the forward position
instead of neutral, and when you move it for the first time you'll notice how it instantly swaps positions. There's no cab light,
although I'm not quite sure if the real island trains have cab lights or not, so this may not be a mistake. I already mentioned the
lack of visible controls on the personal carrier, and also no vanilla scenarios where you play with it, but the workshop has a few.

Either way, I like this route, and I totally recommend it. It doesn't have freight services, but it's good if you just want to do some
light passenger duty and have rather limited time. Driving back and forth takes like an hour or so.. This is one of the best CYOA
stories I have ever read. That being said, I have some mixed feelings about it. It is one of the CYOAs that seem to change more
of the flavor of the writing and a few details, with regard to your choices. While trying to not spoil anything about the story, I'll
try to give some indications of how this story goes about things.

The story seems to have little side stories, or certain pages that only happen like that with the influence of some choice you have
made. While this may be a common feature of CYOA stories, it is the main consequence of choosing your own adventure with
this one. One way of trying to go through it is by constructing a base character in your mind and trying to immerse yourself intot
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he story by how they would react to a given situation. This CYOA can seem somewhat limited in this respect, with how certain
choices you make can influence (or be influenced) by things that don't always seem to be fit to the mentality that you have with
your character. Thankfully there was only one situation that I encountered where you could really "fail".

The writing mainly differs in the changing of the flavor of how your character thinks, speaks, and acts. This can be the
difference of some sentences, paragraphs, or pages. Certain scenes will only develop if certain choices are made, though a lot of
the story is predetermined. These may be limitations that may seem odd in a CYOA "game." But if you are looking for a well
written story to become immersed in, with your mind visualizing every scene where you come to love, hate, or experience any
other shade of feeling for the characters, this is a great read. The writing is some of the best I've ever seen. And if you want to
merely have a story that is worth some good laughs (without the more serious parts taken in too much), then it is still worth a
read. The writer manages to paint scenes with relatively few words (the only other author I've read that does it to such an extent
is H.P. Lovecraft (genres not withstanding)). This seems to be done with excellent word choice, and giving certain details about
scenes that help convey the overall mood that is set.

Of course, the story is not without its faults. Though I think that many of them would have been resolved if the story had simply
been longer, perhaps with a sequal (I am reading the triology that the author is working on, and so far, Fatehaven really seems to
be far more worthy of additional writing). There are quite a questions that the author never really fully answers. While some are
addressed at least partially enough (and with a few particular hints) to where some good guesses or assumptions can be made,
others are left with blanks to only be filled in with some relatively reckless speculation. This is particularly apparent with some
of the characters in the story. While not all of them may be main characters, some still have enough development to make you
have attachements to them. This leads you to wanting to know more about them, but the story doesn't really allow for that.
The biggest disappointment regarding this whole thing. . . is the ending. While I want to avoid any spoilers, or too much of
telling people of how they should feel to any particular part of the story, the ending was my least favorite part. I was downright
disappointed, crestfallen even. This is a wonderful journey that is let down by where you end up getting. I really feel like it
would have been a great deal better if the story had been expanded on, such as some additional chapters or a whole sequal.

With some last words, I do plan on going through the story at least one more time. I might change this review to some extent at
least, though what I experienced with the initial reading will still hold true to my opinion of it (even if it gets a few tweaks to it).
This story is a journey, and one worth taking. The destination, however, is lackluster and makes you want to get back on the
road, this road or another. And I authentically wish that I could have experienced more of this world, and gotten to better know
the people in it.. The prequal to the Legacy of Kain series that went on to Soul Reaver,I'd put Blood Omen one first before this
but it's not on steam. I recommend finding the first one for the Ps1,or get a Ps1 emulator to play it. Blood Omen 2 takes place
right after the first game,you find out that Kain has chosen to sacrifice himself for the greater good,and in doing so has placed
the land in a state of chaos between humans and monsters. Find and kill your old clan members to gain more power and kill the
one that stuck you down in the battle of vampires and the Sarafan,a cult of humans built to destroy you and your kind. Solve
puzzles and fight your way through countless enemies,traveling the land to find the Sarafan lord and get revenge for what he did
to you and your kind.
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The leap between Mystery of the Mummy and The Silver Earring is pretty astounding. The Mystery of the Mummy was
predominately a first-person (as in Myst/Riven) adventure with low resolution textures. Two years later with The Silver Earring,
the game becomes a point and click adventure with respectably nice graphics.

In this adventure, Holmes and Watson witness the murder of the host to a gun shot at a dinner party they were invited to but
didn't see the shooter. In fact no one saw the shooter, and it is up to Holmes and Watsons to gather testimonials, clues, and
documents to solve the mystery.

Overall, it was a pleasant surprise. The game looks largely pre-rendered, which meant the environment looks nice for such an
old game, the trade-off being that people, who aren't pre-rendered, may be disproportionate in size to their surroundings. For
example, when Holmes stands next to a doorway, he might be much taller than it from one camera angle, but look perfectly fine
in another. My biggest gripe is that the controls can be clumsy when trying to control characters to move somewhere, being
unresponsive at times unless the character is repositioned.

Despite the problem, it's still worth a playthrough. Every now and then, Holmes and Watson summarize their findings and
you're quizzed with Yes or No questions. For each answer, you have to justify your choice by selecting the appropriate
evidence/testimonial. While the game provides color-coded indicators for choosing testimonial, evidince, or documents, it's
pretty cool that it requires you to actually keep up with reading the findings in order to progress through the game. The game
provides a database to look back on previous conversations and findings so a pen and paper is not needed to keep records
yourself.

This game is recommended on the note that the diminishing point is the clumsy controls. On a last note, I played the game using
DxWnd in order to put the game into windowed mode, which is not natively supported, otherwise the image will be stretched if
you have a widescreen monitor.. I love visual novels quite a bit. So when an visual novels come to Steam, I usually purchase
them to support said games. It doesn't help that I this game was made by the same people who did "Unhack," a game which I
adore immensely. However, the problem lies in multiple aspects, making it confused as to what the true culprit is which makes
this game not pass.

  Let's break down the elements on the game, starting with the music. This section will be short because, to be frank, the music
is pretty forgettable. Normally, with another game, I wouldn't focus to heavily on this but, with a visual novel, there is a lot more
riding on the music, It conveys what the game can't so the music needs to convey every emotion just as well as the character's
dialogue and voice cast, if there is one. With "Bermuda," the music felt static. It never felt like it was anything special and, once
the scene was over, the music vanished both from the game and my memory.

  Next, let's look at the story. The story provided is rather silly in concept and is too rushed to be anything special. It also doesn't
help that this seems to be a character driven story but fails in execution, which I will discuss later. The plot is sort of there
because it needed to be, that's all.

  Before moving onto the characters in question, let's address one of the major problems with the game: the gameplay. To be
fair, not many visual novels have a gameplay aspect so, the fact that this one does makes it a tad more interesting for having one.
With that said, the gameplay is boring. If it was difficult but well-made, I wouldn't be able to complain. If it was very easy but
well-made, I'd complain on difficulty but that's it. However, "Bermuda"'s gameplay finds a way to be simple, boring, and
pathetically easily. You move the main character, Edward, on the same map, accomplishing whatever goal is given to you.
Whether that be going to the top floor, buying time for someone, or bringing guards to their untimely demise. The problem is
that it's the same thing, not really changing at all. It's boring is the best way to put it.

  The last point and the largest problem are the characters. There are only about five major characters, not discussing one for
spoiler reasons. The first is Finyomu, the acting commander of the ship. She's only about seven years old but acts much older
than that. She wishes to know more about the surface world, studying humans to learn more about them. Besides some things
that come up later, that's pretty much it. She's a basic character, as if copy and pasted. The second-in-command, Mukan, has
even less character. She's the atypical tomboy, liking girly things (poetry, romance novels, etc.) but having to be a
hard\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665on the ship. She's overly protective of Finyomu though she is her best friend. That's it.
Then the human characters. First up is Paul. He's a tough guy who went to jail for protecting another character, Joanna, and is
currently in a relationship with her. He's the guy who the reader might identify with in this situation. He happens to also be the
most developed character in the story. The second human is Joanna. I hate this character. She's barely in the story but has such a
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pull on the Paul and Edward. She is clearly in love with Edward but is dating Paul because he asked. She is the only human
teleported back to the surface before something goes wrong . That's all we know! Lastly, we have Edward\/Eddie, the main
character. He's bare bones, nothing special to him at all. Though he loves God...a lot. Exaggerating here but it's almost like every
other sentence is about God. That bothered me immensely and made me start to hate him a bit. It's tiresome, hearing about God
non-stop. That's all there is to it.

  In case you couldn't tell, the main point in that massive section above was this. The story is too short for the characters to
shine. No matter how bland a character might be, they can be exciting in some way throughout the story. Especially in a
character driven story, the length can hinder the characters. Many stories, however, don't have this problem but I finished this
game in just under two hours. That's too short. Visual novels like "Saya no Uta" or "Little Busters!" thrive on their characters.
Though the latter is muchy longer, the former visual novel is fairly short, only about two to ten hours as listen on VNDB.
However, unlike this game, "Saya no Uta" has characters which can shine, even if they aren't the best or most well-written. This
game just didn't take the time so the characters fall flat, killing it along with it.

  One last point before the wrap-up: the voice acting. Though these voice actors are amazing, having a deep love for Christina
Vee and Kyle Herbert, the acting is fairly stiff. I don't know if it's because of the material given but there's something off with
these performances. Well, except Christina Vee, who sounds very good and emotional. Everyone else is stiff.

  "Bermuda" is a game which I wouldn't recommend. If you happen to have it through a friend or in a bundle you were gonna
buy anyway, give it a run through. It most definitely isn't the worst thing out there. However, don't purchase it. Instead, buy
"Unhack," which is by the same people and does everything this game should have done but better.. Millenium is the first of a
set of five "volumes" in an epic RPG arc that is poised to shake the world upon which it is set (which is normal for such things).
The inciting incident is the serious injury of Marine's father. Marine isn't exactly ready to take up his cause, but finds herself
swept up into doing so by adventures not completely of her choosing. Sometimes being a helpful young lady can lead to all sorts
of powerful things. (No, not the bad type.)

I believe at the start she is still around 14 at the oldest, but the scope of these games might be long enough that she may well fall
in love with someone she meets along the way.

Gameplay is fun, and the cards look nice. It is also one of the better-made RPGMaker-type games I've seen. Beautiful, and has a
rich back-setting.

Even better, it is the tale of someone stricken with poverty rising up to take on the rich and decadent (and if not evil, completely
uncaring). That is likely to appeal to some.. Adorable side scroller. Decent level of difficulty. Definitley a game I'll replay a
bunch.. Very low effort was put into this PC port. They didn't even add the most rudimentary keyboard controls.. The game is a
too repetitive in the missions, with bad voice acting, still some bugs in movement-controlls, annoing witing-phases for your
mana to build up,.....
For the current price of 16.99 \u20ac a total rip off.. I only paid 1.49 for this and I'm still considering asking for a refund.

Let me expound a bit...

This almost seems like someone had an idea for a decent Tapping Game on a mobile platform and then decided to turn it into a
bare-bones PC port. This game, so far, seems to be nothing more than clicks. Want to make resources? Click to make one of
ANYTHING, but you only get one per click, so if you want 40, click 40 times. Or you can just turn on automation and it will
keep making things ad infinitum. There's no "process" to make anything. It's just clicks. You don't have to send out astronauts to
mine ore, you don't have to extract anything from the soil. Well, maybe you do theoretically, but if you want to go that route, it's
all in your imagination.

Want to build the more complicated buildings? Just wait til the automated counters tick up and build one when you have enough
supplies.

I'm renaming this Earth Space Colonies: Click and Wait.. Another crappy game from a bundle pack that should have been
retired instead of hastily ported to steam. The game is bad for a lot of reasons, but the biggest is its confusing interface. There
isn't a tutorial mode, there are very few 'challenge' scenarios, theres no way of seeing when the next milestones are, building
position seems to be irrelevant... The entire game is from another era - and while it might have some nostalgic value for a couple
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minutes, it definitely doesn't meet todays standards of a pay to play game -- it doesn't even hold up to most free games..
apparently im an idiot for buying DLC \/s

tbh i had wanted this for the PS4 version but it never showed up on the PSN store on my PS4 only online
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